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Just war theory has a privacy problem. That is, in order for individuals to act

in a morally permissible manner in war, it is likely that they will need to rely

upon information obtained by others, often in a manner that would be con-

sidered a violation of privacy. As unwarranted privacy violations are now widely

conceived of as harmful actions, this creates a functional problem for each and

every participant: conducting morally permissible physical action requires the

commission of prior informational harms, either by the individual or by the insti-

tution of which they are a part. At the same time, privacy, and the notion of pri-

vacy rights in war, is underexamined in contemporary just war theory. This

presents something of a puzzle: why does this remain the case, despite the rising

consideration of privacy and privacy-related harms in the broader discourse?

Just war theory tacitly presumes that the sources of a combatant’s knowledge

are not a significant issue. Despite the fact that most ethical frameworks—includ-

ing just war theory—imply that individuals have epistemic duties, epistemic ques-

tions are secondary issues in the normative debates of just war theory. Even

though war and combat are constituted by epistemic uncertainty and unpredict-

ability, the way that harm in such circumstances is usually analyzed is via discus-

sion of the expected harm that will result from a given course of action. Such

expectation relies on the assumption that the probable harms of actions can be

accurately computed. On this basis, the issue of epistemic uncertainty is limited

to what combatants should do, where the outcome is unknown, or to a definable

risk between two (or more) different outcomes, at least one of which is to be
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avoided. For this reason, there is a strong tendency in the literature to select

situations in which theorists can at least agree upon a set of facts, or to the degree

and character of uncertainty in a given situation. Debate in just war theory is

therefore largely constituted by disagreements over the moral analysis of historical

events and idealized thought experiments where “philosopher’s cases usually pre-

suppose omniscience.” When epistemic issues are examined in these thought

experiments, standards of knowledge (and their moral implications) are deemed

more important than sources of knowledge. This approach makes sense for con-

ducting theoretical analysis, but it can have pernicious consequences for the char-

acter of discussion.

Thus, the ongoing “renegotiation” of the tradition is primarily a debate over the

relevant or correct moral principles that justify going to war, or activities therein,

and not the harms caused by information collection or processing. Most just war

theorists are primarily concerned with ontological questions, such as whether or

not social or functional categories such as “combatant” matter, and the normative

questions related to harm in war, such as what actions or status render someone

liable to attack. But moral agency in war requires individuals to rely upon infor-

mation and knowledge generated by social institutions, and these institutions rou-

tinely gather information by violating privacy either at the individual level or at

the societal level. For this reason, we should not treat the information required

for moral agency as morally neutral. Since the sources of a combatant’s knowledge

in war often rely on previous privacy harms, these harms should be considered in

the context of war. Privacy harms pose a particular problem for revisionist views

of war that reject the idea of war as a special sphere of activity (reductivism) and

for the view that in war only individuals act or matter (descriptive and evaluative

individualism).

In this article, I argue that privacy harms cannot be evaluated without reference

to social goods, and that in war and national security contexts, privacy violations

by state agents and institutions should be explained in terms of balancing privacy

and security. From a reductivist viewpoint, the existence of war should not change

the method of moral calculus, nor the set of objects used to evaluate a given event.

I argue that this often does not hold true in war, where privacy violations are gen-

erally ex parte, with no right of redress or challenge, and they often involve con-

sidering the security of one population over the privacy rights of another.

Furthermore, there is a clear logic that leads to a total deprivation of privacy rights

in war—suggesting that the injustice of killing noncombatants based upon poor
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information availability outweighs the violations of privacy that might produce the

information that would remedy this problem. Traditionalist nonreductive just war

theory is better able to explain this moral problem and provide a practical guide

for moral agency in war because it incorporates an analysis of social goods.

Individualist approaches to the ethics of war fail to explain the important fea-

tures of privacy harms because privacy cannot be understood without its social

context. Privacy is a social good, and one that a strict language of rights, duties,

and obligations cannot accurately describe. Explaining the justice of privacy intru-

sions requires making reference to social goods, such as security, in balancing the

social consequences of privacy harms against other social consequences, such as

wrongful attacks due to lack of information. This, I argue, is a fundamental chal-

lenge for individualist views of war, which is left to explain not only speculative

privacy violations but also individual reliance upon them.

Theorizing Privacy Harms in War

Moral agency and responsibility in war requires individuals to rely upon informa-

tion and knowledge generated by social institutions. The worldviews of combat-

ants are fundamentally shaped by the military institutions to which they

belong. But individuals have epistemic duties, such as the duty to know. As

Holly M. Smith notes: “If you are a military leader whose lieutenants recommend

bombing a compound that might house enemy soldiers, you have an obligation to

investigate—before bombing it—whether the compound really does house enemy

soldiers, and whether it houses innocent civilians as well.” In this situation, the

leader in question is likely to find it impossible to fulfill his or her duty to

know this information without relying upon the larger military organization to

which they belong. This demonstrates how information processing and knowledge

generation in war is a social activity—no combatant has ever derived his or her

entire knowledge in a war from only their perception or first principles. That

said, there are some ways of fighting that reduce individuals’ epistemic reliance

upon information generated by their compatriots. For example, customs of

pitched battle made enemy forces easy to identify, and therefore simplified

many of the issues discussed in this article. Military uniforms and markings

are, in effect, a means of self-identification to erase ambiguity in the eyes of the

opposing force. But wars are no longer fought in pitched battles, and many mil-

itary forces refuse to wear identifying markings that enable their opponents to
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recognize them as combatants. Moreover, guerrilla warfare and irregular warfare

are often conducted in a manner where combatants disguise themselves among

civilian populations. My aim here is not to retread well-articulated discussions

regarding the ethics of guerrilla warfare, or even terrorism, but to highlight

that from an information-processing perspective, these changes in military prac-

tice have also given rise to ethical problems for those on the opposing side seeking

to identify their adversary.

The sources of facts in war matter because combatants do not perceive the

world from a neutral set of data. Institutional processes and procedures will largely

determine the set of facts available to combatants at any key decision point.

Further, these processes and procedures are in a constant state of flux, and the

knowledge that organizations generate serves to reshape the way they perceive

their environment. Military personnels’ perceptions of operational environments

are further shaped by their professional identity, itself informed by their member-

ship in a wider transnational epistemic community of military professionals.

Knowledge generation by militaries is task oriented. For example, at the opera-

tional level, identification and targeting—generating facts as to who and what is

or is not a permissible target—is a core element of what military institutions

do. Organizational-targeting processes draw upon collections of prior intelli-

gence, as well as the corporate knowledge of militaries. Antoine Bousquet

defines this combination of military perceptual technologies, institutions, and

mindset as the “martial gaze”—a specific way that militaries perceive the

world. These structural factors shape the availability of information to individual

combatants. Changes to military structures can alter the information available to

combatants in a significant way. For example, the networking of military forces,

which allows “for an immense flexibility in terms of the location of decision-

making” also involves a “radical altering of the nature of communication and

responsibility.” This institutional worldview matters. As Neta Crawford notes,

“The organization—the attitudes and beliefs of majority of its members, the stan-

dard operating procedures of the institution, and the resources and tools available

for action—reduces the effectiveness of individual action unless it is in concert

with the organization.”

The problem for the individual combatant is that, as noted above, the intelli-

gence gathering and data processing necessary for action in war can also be harm-

ful. Surveillance and war go hand in hand. Even during peacetime, modern states

and state institutions rely upon surveillance in order to operate, and their
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militaries are no different. In order to wage war, military institutions are likely to

perform intelligence-gathering actions that would be unconscionable at home.

Although surveillance in war is intentionally underregulated, it nevertheless

often violates the privacy rights of noncombatants. Here, the clearest examples rel-

evant to contemporary conflict are instances where states use technology to con-

duct data collection at mass scale. Particularly in irregular conflicts, states and

their militaries now turn to large data sets to identify their opponents, and such

techniques often require the processing of large sets of civilian data. “Person

reidentification” refers to surveillance techniques that enable the tracking of indi-

vidual persons through the analysis of otherwise anonymous video feeds and/or

multiple data sets, infringing upon the privacy of large numbers of noncombat-

ants. Here, the fact that information about a person exists in some form—even

if it is anonymous—enables individuals or organizations to collate that infor-

mation at a later date in order to track the person. Since at least , the

U.S.-led coalition that toppled Saddam Hussein’s Baathist government in Iraq

has collected biometric information on individual Iraqi citizens in order to iden-

tify and track insurgents operating against coalition forces. This type of control

over populations through surveillance is not new—identity card systems were a

key tool of counterinsurgency operations in the twentieth century—but the

scale of possible data collection, and the types of data that can be gathered, is

now radically greater than before. In the case of Iraq, the revelation of this collec-

tion resulted in a group of NGOs writing to former U.S. defense secretary Robert

Gates, alleging that this data collection violated international privacy standards.

The U.S. Army also recognized that this information could effectively be used as a

“hit list” if belligerents in Iraq’s sectarian conflict were to gain access to it.

Nonetheless, the United States retained possession of this data set after withdraw-

ing its forces from Iraq, leading to a political dispute over the data’s ownership.

What this and other such examples demonstrate is that in cases where combat-

ants require knowledge generated by privacy harms in order to make a moral

choice, just war theory needs to integrate analysis of privacy harms into its anal-

ysis of individual actions. One difficulty in this regard is that privacy is both a rel-

atively new social concept—one that only took shape in the late nineteenth

century—and an amorphous one, such that “no single model suffices to fully

characterize all of the forms that privacy issues can take.” According to

Daniel J. Solove, “We should understand privacy as a set of protections against

a plurality of distinct but related problems.” Despite these differences, privacy
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protection is often portrayed as necessary to protect core personal and social val-

ues against a variety of harms to both individuals and society.

While most theorists agree that the violation of privacy protections generates

harm, the definition of what privacy seeks to defend, how it defends it, and

why can differ markedly between conceptualizations. Solove identifies six different

and overlapping conceptions of privacy. He begins with Warren and Brandeis’s

theory of privacy as “the right to be let alone,” and then identifies five others:

limited access to the self; secrecy; control over personal information; personhood;

and intimacy. Some of these conceptualizations are likely familiar—the ideas

that a person should have the right to a private space, that the state (or other peo-

ple and corporations) should not be able to pry into a person’s private thoughts,

and that individuals should be able to keep secrets, free from unwarranted intru-

sion. Common to all of these conceptualizations, Solove identified four basic

groups of harmful activities in relation to privacy: information collection, infor-

mation processing, information dissemination, and invasion or “interference

with one’s personal life.” Solove’s four-problem set can arguably be applied to

other conceptual mappings of privacy as well, such as those supplied by Martin

Kuhn and Helen Nissenbaum. This is because Solove’s bottom-up taxonomy of

privacy problems is a way of thinking about the kind of activities that can give

rise to privacy harms without being dependent upon a specific conceptualization of

privacy. Kuhn identifies three conceptualizations of privacy: privacy as (protected)

space, privacy as secrecy, and privacy as information control. Similarly,

Nissenbaum identifies three privacy principles derived from social debates: limit-

ing the surveillance of citizens, restricting access to personal or private informa-

tion, and curtailing intrusions into private personal places. Even though the

taxonomies of Kuhn and Nissenbaum differ from that of Solove, the value of

Solove’s four-problem schema is that it covers the underlying privacy problems

themselves.

Privacy violations and privacy harms cannot be explained without reference to

social goods and values. The social good of privacy protections is intertwined with

the social ills that privacy can also enable. In other words, “The value of privacy

should be understood in terms of its contribution to society.” This is a social

balancing act in the sense that privacy and national security are inextricably

linked. For example, the software encryption that enables online privacy and

Internet banking also enables terrorists to remain anonymous and engage in

money laundering. Governments must therefore weigh individual privacy rights
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against their social consequences such that “when privacy protects the individual,

it does so because it is in society’s interest.” Privacy harms can be individual, but

they can also be social. As Roger Clarke notes, “All users of electronic tools are

subject to intensive surveillance,” but to focus upon the surveillance of individ-

ual users misses the larger point. According to Clarke, there can be great harms

inflicted at the societal level by “dataveillance”—a term he coined in  to

refer to “the systematic use of personal data systems in the investigation or mon-

itoring of the actions or communications of one or more persons.” The wide-

spread use of digital devices, combined with what Clarke calls a “digital

surveillance economy,” is built upon monitoring individual behavior and is

seen by some as a threat to informational privacy, or “the ability to control the

acquisition or release of information about oneself.” The unprecedented volume

and variety of information now available in near real time to companies has had a

massive economic impact, with entire commercial sectors reordering themselves

around the emergence of “big data.” Though this data allows companies to

track and target individual customers, we must evaluate the harm of these activ-

ities in the aggregate, not by focusing on the harms suffered by individuals on a

case-by-case basis.

Much of the literature on privacy analyzes the balance of social goods and ills in

terms of national, or single-society, concerns. This raises a further question:

Should states treat those beyond their borders as equals? Most analyses of privacy

harms privilege the privacy of the citizens of a home state at the expense of those

abroad. More recently, however, some scholars have homed in on the privacy

harms to individuals and societies arising from intelligence collection that states

are undertaking in foreign countries. Some argue that states should treat all indi-

viduals, whether citizen or foreigners, as equals; something Peter Margulies

defines as the equivalency thesis: “A state must accord equivalent rights to persons

within its own borders and persons located overseas with no ties to that state.”

This highlights a key problem with privacy harms in war: Privacy balancing, such

that it exists as a coherent process, is a unilateral endeavor, usually performed by a

state in response to its society. Extraterritorial privacy balancing may involve

diplomacy between states, but in war it becomes a unilateral endeavor—an

imposed balance, or a set of mutually imposed balances in the case of a civil

war. Though human rights norms prohibit arbitrary intrusions of privacy, the

law of war remains fundamentally silent on such matters. Where the literature

addresses the problem of privacy harms undertaken in order to forestall
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extraterritorial threats, such harms are generally addressed within an analytical

frame that focuses upon the costs and benefits to the privacy balance of the

state inflicting the harms, and the consequences for the other states’ populations

are rarely considered in the same way. Moreover, whereas mechanisms often exist

domestically to redress privacy harms, extraterritorial privacy harms (of the kind

with which this article is primarily concerned) usually lack the kind of adversarial

challenge processes found in domestic settings.

So far, I have argued that just war theory should not view information process-

ing as morally neutral, and that we can see moral harms attached to many kinds of

information processing in war. If information processing can cause harms, then

there will be conflicts where the moral evaluation of actions requires us to also

consider the privacy harms committed in order to enable the action itself. As I

have shown, the evaluation of privacy harms requires us to consider both social

harms and social goods. The balancing of social goods and privacy harms usually

takes place in a national context, but evaluating privacy harms in war requires us

to consider how such balancing is performed, and who gets to dictate the balance.

While there will be many situations where the privacy harms preceding action are

of no relevance, there are plenty of privacy harms that are consequential. The sec-

ond part of this article will focus on situations where privacy harms are relevant to

the moral evaluation of war. Here I will argue that privacy harms challenge reduc-

tivist views of the morality of war, because the justification for privacy harms

requires balancing social goods. This balance is fundamentally different during

war than it is during peacetime, thus challenging reductivist views of war itself.

Privacy Harms as a Challenge to Reductivism

Given the traditionalist focus on social category and status, privacy harms pose

much less of a problem for traditionalist conceptions of just war than revisionist

ones. Whereas revisionist analysis of just war seeks to ground the morality of war

in a coherent framework of analytical philosophy, traditionalist just war theory

does not necessarily have, or seek, the same internal coherence. Michael

Walzer’s Just and Unjust Wars was, after all, the target of significant criticism

by revisionists precisely because it lacked such theoretical coherence at its core.

Conversely, if individuals have a right not to be harmed, and privacy is considered

a similar sort of right, then it is hard to coherently argue that one right is impor-

tant and should be retained, while another is not and should not be. There are, of
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course, possible objections, since, as mentioned above, privacy norms are highly

contested (in part due to their recent development) whereas physical and bodily

integrity rights are more clearly defined.

Privacy harms pose a problem for reductivist theories of just war. From a

reductivist perspective, the reasoning that makes an act morally justifiable in

war must be the same reasoning that makes it morally justifiable in peacetime.

Therefore, a reductivist approach to privacy harms in war would require that

the explanations for privacy harms in war do not differ from the explanations

for said actions outside war. If violations of privacy rights are to be explained

by the same set of factors both within and outside the context of war, where does

that leave combatants? Do they have privacy rights, even in war? Reductivist

approaches maintain that “people have fundamental rights to life and liberty

that they don’t simply lose once they enter a state of war.” But what of the

right to privacy in this context? If individuals do not lose their rights at the

onset of war, do both combatants and civilians retain the right to privacy (if

such labels even matter)? After all, a core element of revisionist critiques of

the notion of combatant equality is that combatants’ fundamental rights, such

as the right to life, cannot be surrendered simply because they pose a threat

to others via membership in a fighting group.

Even if combatants do not retain their privacy rights in war, what of civilians?

Walzer’s argument is that individuals ground their inalienable rights in their sta-

tus, and that combatants, and only combatants, lose this right due to making

themselves “dangerous” in the context of war. However, this same logic does

not necessarily apply to privacy harms inflicted upon civilians. Civilians are not

dangerous—they are merely a source of information, a resource to be tapped.

Moreover, reductivist theories will need to explain privacy harms in the same

manner that they explain physical harms. Here, many of the moral theories asso-

ciated with revisionist just war theory encounter problems. Since privacy harms

are inflicted to inform agents needing to identify threats, such harms are not gen-

erally inflicted in response to obvious threats. Revisionist theories explain the loss

of individual rights as due to the actions of individuals; they bear responsibility for

posing a wrongful threat. But the anticipatory nature of privacy harm means that

this logic does not sufficiently explain the loss of privacy rights, or the liability to

privacy harms, in the general circumstances of war. Further, it does not explain

why forms of anticipatory privacy harm at a societal level may be necessary in

war when they would be unnecessary in peacetime, nor does it explain why the
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balancing of privacy harms against social goods in war may differ from similar

balancing calculations in times of peace.

In my view, the key challenge the reductivist point of view encounters here is

how to balance the harms of privacy violations against the social goods that

such violations support. The balancing of social goods in war is profoundly diffi-

cult, and a key contemporary problem in both just war theory and the law of

armed conflict is that the normative basis for action in war conflicts with other

normative frameworks, such as human rights. Reconciling such conflicting nor-

mative frameworks is a difficult task, and there is much disagreement among

scholars and practitioners as to how these two frameworks in particular should

interact during armed conflict. In the context of ongoing theoretical debates

within just war theory, this is closely aligned to wider debates over the retention

of individual rights in armed conflict, and whether the onset of armed conflict

causes individual rights to change, or whether just war norms supersede individ-

ual rights.

For a reductivist, the onset of war should not change the evaluative framework.

There are two problems with this belief. First, in extraterritorial conflicts, privacy

balancing requires the consideration of the privacy goods of a separate society.

Second, there is the issue, raised briefly above, of who gets to determine the bal-

ance. If all harm in war is justified in the same manner as harm in peacetime, how

can reductivists account for the unilateral imposition of privacy balancing that

occurs in war? While the method of examining the balance of privacy harms

against social goods may not change, the underlying social, political, and moral

relationships involved are profoundly different. Furthermore, as explained

above, privacy rights differ from the rights with which just war theorists are pri-

marily concerned. Unlike the right to life, privacy rights are to a significant degree

socially contingent. In this regard, war has a generative force, producing new

social relationships. A reductivist account of rights, on the other hand, is essen-

tially static: the onset of war does not remove preexisting rights. With privacy

rights, we can see that this stasis works both ways, as it forecloses consideration

of the generation of new relationships of rights in war.

As has been made clear, my view is that privacy harms are best accounted for

from a nonreductive view. In the words of Seth Lazar, “An exclusively reductivist

account of the morality of war would be incomplete.” Though nonreductivists

(at least those who think that privacy rights exist in the first place) must still

explain why the onset of war or armed conflict circumscribes these rights, they
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are able to do so using a similar logic to that behind the justification for the use of

violence in war. In other words, the commission of privacy harms is justified via

the existence of war itself, as is the need to rebalance privacy concerns in the con-

text of war (out of necessity), and further, the need to explain how the special sta-

tus of war gives rise to new sets of rights relations between a state and an

extraterritorial population.

There are still problems with a nonreductivist account. After all, privacy harms

are often inflicted not only upon combatants but also upon noncombatant civilian

populations as a whole. Following the examination of privacy above, I would argue

that the most compelling nonreductivist explanation for privacy harms is that war

inherently involves the unilateral balancing of individual rights and social goods

by states, and that nonreductivists are able to accept that there are characteristics

of this kind of unilateral balancing that are specific to the context of war. This view

would likely rely upon a necessity claim (that intelligence collection in war is nec-

essary for success) to justify significant privacy harms inflicted upon the civilian

population at both an individual and a societal level. Privacy harm can be viewed

as fitting the necessity claim in three ways: as a form of collateral damage; in terms

of the doctrine of double effect; and, in an odd sense, that by taking refuge within

a population, an opponent is effectively using noncombatants as informational

human shields. Regardless of which view one takes, traditionalists are able to

engage with the unilateral balancing of social goods by states in a way that reduc-

tivists cannot.

Privacy Harms as a Challenge to Individualism

Privacy harms are a problem for both descriptive and evaluative individualist

approaches to just war theory. As noted above, traditionalist approaches to just

war theory can make use of collective entities and social goods to make sense

of and evaluate the moral problems associated with privacy harms in war.

“Descriptive individualism” seeks to root the analysis of just war theory in a

world of individuals, and the doctrine holds that “wars, or other complex

human interactions, are wholly reducible to the individual actions of which

they are composed.” This is closely related to “evaluative individualism,”

which maintains that only individual well-being has moral significance, and

that “groups and collectives either lack wellbeing entirely, or their wellbeing is

morally unimportant.” Neither descriptive nor evaluative individualist views
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of just war theory can fully account for the necessary balancing of social goods

during wartime. As such, a descriptive individualist view fails to describe the social

goods in balance, and an evaluative individualist view fails to describe the social

benefits of privacy goods, as well as the deleterious effects of some kinds of privacy

harms.

Individualist approaches to just war theory place significant epistemic burdens

upon individuals, which cannot be excused by reference to collective entities.

Current epistemic debates among just war scholars center on whether or not indi-

viduals are required to know if the war in which they are fighting is just. Though

collectivist theories, such as that presented by Walzer in Just and Unjust Wars, do

place strong epistemic duties upon individual combatants, they do not consider

that one’s lack of knowledge regarding the justice or injustice of the cause he or

she serves matters, so long as that person abides by the in bello constraints on

combatant action. This is the principle of the moral equality of combatants

(MEC), that questions of jus ad bellum are “logically independent” from jus in

bello considerations,and therefore that “Unjust combatants do not do wrong

merely by participating in an unjust war.”

In contrast, revisionist just war theorists such as Jeff McMahan hold that indi-

viduals do wrong when fighting in unjust wars. For McMahan, lack of knowledge

or epistemic limitations may provide a subjective justification for wrongful action,

but gives no objective permission for unjust combatants to kill, as such action is

objectively wrong. In McMahan’s view, this has significant consequences: an

individual “becomes a legitimate target in war by being to some degree morally

responsible for an unjust threat, or for a wrong that provides a just cause for

war.”

A key argument against McMahan’s point about the epistemic duty of

individuals is that these duties may be too burdensome for individuals or impos-

sible for them to fulfill in practice. As Walzer argues, McMahan provides “a

careful and precise account of what individual responsibility in war would be

like if war were a peacetime activity.” In Walzer’s view, the inability of individ-

uals to access such information forms part of a justification for collectivizing lia-

bility for harm, whereas McMahan argues that “soldiers must act on the basis of

presumptions of liability. But these presumptions may vary from one context to

another.”

Descriptive individualism cannot accurately account for privacy harms in war.

This view seeks to provide a general account of morality in war, but holds that war
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can be understood as a composite of individual actions. It therefore focuses atten-

tion on individuals to explain the morality of war without reference to collective

phenomena. However, this focus comes at a cost. As Neta Crawford notes, the

focus upon individual moral agency and responsibility blinds us to the importance

of military organization in war, both as a corporate entity and as a means of struc-

turing individual decision-making. Privacy harms pose two further problems:

First, it is likely to be practically impossible to connect individual privacy

harms to a particular individual decision. The second issue is that descriptive indi-

vidualism cannot readily account for social privacy harms. The kinds of social pri-

vacy harms inflicted through digital surveillance and data mining, for instance,

cannot be reduced to the individual level of analysis. Commensurability is always

an issue in moral theory, but here the problem is ontological: Descriptive individ-

ualism seeks to explain the morality of action in war through individual duties,

rights, obligations, and harms. It is well equipped to analyze the actions of indi-

vidual agents, but ill equipped to describe the agency of complex social systems,

social processes, and social harms. For example, privacy harms can be caused

by digital systems automatically capturing data, and theorists argue that privacy

harms can be inflicted even without active human agency. Descriptive individ-

ualism, with its focus upon individual human agency, fails to describe these

aspects of privacy harm.

Evaluative individualism holds that only individuals matter in war. As such, it

cannot account for institutional responsibility for privacy violations, and neither

can it readily incorporate the moral evaluation of social goods necessary for pri-

vacy balancing. Because evaluative individualism is solely concerned with the

well-being of individuals, privacy harms that are theorized to negatively affect

communities or social groups fall outside its scope. Evaluative individualism is

based on determining the rightfulness of individual acts, but to integrate the

full sum of privacy harms into an act-centric analysis is, practically speaking,

impossible due to the complexity of information processing itself. Since intelli-

gence collection that is likely to generate privacy harms is an institutional process,

an evaluative method that ignores institutional features cannot account for the

context of war. As Neta Crawford has noted in her criticism of approaches cen-

tered upon individual moral responsibility in war, these approaches ignore the fact

that “military organizations both enable and constrain individual moral agency.”

The importance of military institutions is that no individual agent in war is able to

check the full process by which he or she is presented with a worldview prior to
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each decision. Individuals, therefore, are largely ignorant of the harms commit-

ted that permit them to act.

Further Problems with Privacy Harms in War

I have argued that reductivists and individualists cannot properly account for pri-

vacy violations and privacy harms in war. Any account of the morality of war that

admits the importance of privacy harms must account for the idea that attitudes

toward the social good of privacy vary between war and peace, as well as for the

role of collective objects and goods in descriptive and evaluative terms. Privacy

violations are part and parcel of war and warfare. But given that war involves

the deliberate infliction of physical harm and death, should privacy harms be

seen as lesser, or second-order, considerations? This section will explore the

importance of privacy harms in practical terms.

What is clear from the analysis of war in both moral and practical terms is that

information is generally regarded as an unbridled good. The more information

available to those making lethal decisions, the better. There appears to be no ratio-

nal case for choosing to remain uncertain or refusing to acquire more information

about a situation should the opportunity arise. This attitude, which I will refer to

as the “maximal” preference, conflicts with that found in the moral analysis of

information in other circumstances.

The maximal attitude toward information collection is composed of two moral

attitudes: One is that an agent has a duty to determine the likely outcome of an

action prior to making a decision that has potentially harmful consequences.

The second is that an agent has a duty to reduce the scope of uncertainty to

the greatest extent possible prior to carrying out a potentially harmful action.

Without consideration of privacy harms, it could seem that there is no harm

that arises from collecting information and thus no reason to stop collecting infor-

mation on moral grounds. This misleadingly permits us to discuss the moral rights

and wrongs of warfare without addressing a key problem in contemporary war

and warfare: the set of activities required to generate the information needed to

conduct just military operations can often be inherently harmful. The maximal

preference for information in wartime contrasts with privacy concerns in most

other peacetime contexts. In times of peace, privacy concerns are paramount

and discussion often centers upon the “minimal” preference of hewing to the

smallest amount of information collection necessary to achieve a given aim in
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order to minimize intrusions of privacy. Even the balancing of privacy goods

against security goods in domestic settings trends toward restricting privacy vio-

lations to the minimum degree necessary.

Is unrestricted maximal information collection better than militaries balancing

their intelligence collection, with respect to the potential harm to individual pri-

vacy rights? In other words, does a “privacy/targeting trade-off” make sense in the

framework of just war theory? By this, I mean that by reducing harmful intelli-

gence collection and information-processing activities, agents might increase the

risk of wrongful uses of lethal force by misidentifying their targets, identifying

civilians as combatants, or increasing risks to members of their own fighting

forces. In practical terms, this means that even a traditionalist account of just

war is likely to permit a wide range of privacy violations and privacy harms—

both individual and social—as the cost of waging war in a just manner. But

this harm can only be explained, at least by nonreductivists and institutionalists,

with reference to a combatant’s needs, and the needs of military institutions. If we

think again of the Iraqi biometric data held by the U.S. military, when wars end,

are militaries acting unethically if they retain data generated during those conflicts

that constitutes an ongoing privacy harm?

Militaries are not the only institutions to encounter privacy problems during

armed conflict. Humanitarian groups, among others, also collect large volumes

of data; something that has become known as “surveillance humanitarianism,”

whereby individuals must submit to the collection of biometric data in order to

receive humanitarian aid. The humanitarian imperative is fundamentally differ-

ent from just war theory, but we can see that a shared concern with privacy is a

fast-emerging problem in both ways of evaluating the morality of action during

war. Complicating matters is the fact that data gathered and generated for human-

itarian purposes can be repurposed for military uses, and vice versa. For example,

humanitarian organizations can draw data from military platforms such as drones

to assess resource distribution, and militaries can use humanitarian biometric

data for targeting purposes. In a recent example, the Syrian government, in coor-

dination with Russia, requested the coordinates of healthcare facilities in Syria,

ostensibly in order to avoid harming healthcare workers. The UN obliged.

Both states had previously been accused, on good grounds, of deliberately target-

ing the healthcare infrastructure located in rebel areas. Although voluntary, relief

groups reported significant pressure from donors and UN officials to take part in

the UN’s deconfliction mechanism. Significant numbers of healthcare facilities
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were attacked, and a recent UN report found it “highly probable” that the govern-

ment of Syria or its allies had carried out air strikes on some of the facilities.

Information processing is a key frame for understanding the ethical relation-

ships inherent in war and has clear ethical implications beyond the scope of

this article, notably concerning what it means to participate in war and render

oneself liable to attack. For example, one element of the ethical analysis of cyber-

attacks relevant to our present problem is the manner in which civilians are inte-

grated, through private military companies or as contractors, into military or

intelligence units conducting potentially harmful cyberattacks, further blurring

the line between combatant and noncombatant. These civilians may then con-

tribute to military operations via informational activity that can potentially justify

physical violence in response. We typically assess the contribution of civilians to

a war effort through their physical work and activities, and there is, of course, con-

siderable debate regarding the appropriate set of circumstances or factors that

make a civilian liable for direct attack. But a civilian’s contribution to armed

conflict can also be entirely informational in nature. Civilians who inform com-

batants or military forces of the positioning of other combatants can easily enable

effective violence. This involvement can be intentional, or, as Stephen Deakin has

explored, entirely unintentional, since civilians may stumble upon covert military

forces, thus attaining knowledge that is inherently dangerous for said forces.

Intelligence collection and knowledge generation may be a state-centric activity,

but digital information and communications technologies are enabling private

individuals to perform activities loosely described as “open-source investigations,”

or open-source intelligence, and are producing information that identifies war

crimes and attributes responsibility to belligerents in contemporary armed con-

flict. New techniques, such as using social media platforms to gather intelli-

gence, can also be used by researchers and private individuals. In short, the

possibility of privacy harms is increasing across all aspects of daily life, and the

context of war is no different.

The value of considering privacy in war lies not only in identifying new harms

but also in bringing perspectives to bear that benefit just war theory. Just war

theory’s tripartite division into jus ad bellum, jus in bello, and jus post bellum

serves as a good framework to evaluate the retention of data by militaries. As

just war theory examines justice in the resort to war, its conduct, and the estab-

lishment of a just peace, so too we might consider explanations for privacy

violations in the anticipation of conflict, during conflict, and following from
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conflict. However, perspectives from work on privacy can highlight and account

for specific harms within these contexts, such as those inherent in the reuse of

humanitarian data for military purposes. Here, Nissenbaum’s observation that

“there are no arenas of life not governed by norms of information flow” highlights

the role that normative ideas play in defining the privacy problems of reusable

data. The author’s concept of “contextual integrity” can guide our understanding

of why militaries should be wary of repurposing humanitarian data for targeting,

and can also explain the way in which military necessity justifies the violation of

contextual integrity in war. As she describes it, contextual integrity requires that

two sets of informational norms are followed: “norms of appropriateness, and

norms of flow or distribution.” For Nissenbaum, what is appropriate and how

information should be shared or distributed are fundamentally related to social

context. When either is violated, contextual integrity is destroyed. Thus, the

appropriateness of data collection in war is defined by the social context of war

itself. When war ends, the necessity for violation fades, and thus the harm of

retaining data may outweigh the social benefit of retention. Equally, the sharing

of information originally gathered for humanitarian ends with agents who seek

to repurpose it for military targeting clearly violates both norms from a humanitar-

ian perspective, even if it does not do so from a military perspective. In this sense,

intelligence agencies and military institutions are serial context corruptors—their

information-processing practices place little weight on the contextual integrity of

information. At the same time, we can see that these organizations process informa-

tion according to their own (security-focused) context. Blacklists, terrorist watch

lists, and so-called kill lists each have their own unique security context, even

though they share an underlying method of information processing and evaluation.

As such, an examination of privacy may better enable us to evaluate the information-

processing interactions of combatants, militaries, and noncombatants in war.

Epistemic approaches to just war theory can also connect theoretical debates.

For example, they connect debates about standards of required knowledge to

the institutional processes that generate knowledge in war, and the technologies

used in these processes. This is relevant to traditional discussions of command

responsibility and joint criminal enterprise, which hinge upon information

available to commanders. Key novel research areas regarding epistemology and

war contend with the production of knowledge by computational methods,

since digital information and communications technologies can produce knowl-

edge that would otherwise be unavailable to human beings, but with the caveat
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that this knowledge is inherently probabilistic. The computational production of

knowledge, and the way it is shaping human conceptual frameworks, is a central

issue within the ongoing debate related to “meaningful human control” and the

ethical challenges associated with autonomous weapons in armed conflict. In

almost any area of just war theory, asking how knowledge enables justifiable action

in war poses important challenges that need to be addressed.

Conclusion

Just war theory has largely moved beyond the central question posed by James

Turner Johnson in his book Can Modern War Be Just?, since, aside from paci-

fists, the field as a whole seeks to interrogate how and why contemporary warfare

can be waged in a just manner. Many of the issues raised in this article are features

of modern wars and warfare. In wars where distinction is largely obvious, the

kinds of intelligence collection described here is unnecessary. Similarly, when

wars were fought by massed armies, individuals needed to rely less upon informa-

tion provided by others, whereas individuals in contemporary military forces must

trust in their peers and institutions for most of the knowledge that constitutes

their worldview. The twin rise of privacy rights and war, understood in terms

of the rights of individuals, means that just war theory must take account of pri-

vacy harms, particularly where they are necessary for the conduct of military oper-

ations in the first place.
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Abstract: Are the sources of a combatant’s knowledge in war morally relevant? This article argues
that privacy is relevant to just war theory in that it draws attention to privacy harms associated with
the conduct of war. Since we cannot assume that information is made available to combatants in a
morally neutral manner, we must therefore interrogate the relationship between privacy harms and
the acts that they enable in war. Here, I argue that there is ample evidence that we cannot discount
the analysis of privacy harms in war, and that analysis of such harms requires us to examine social
goods. I develop this point to demonstrate the problems that this poses for aspects of revisionist just
war theory; namely, reductivism and individualism. In order to evaluate the moral consequences of
privacy harms in war, we must understand the unilateral and adversarial character of balancing pri-
vacy harms against social goods in the context of war, which, in turn, requires that we consider
social goods and social institutions as objects of moral evaluation. Further, concepts drawn from
privacy scholarship, such as Helen Nissenbaum’s concept of contextual integrity, enable us to iden-
tify a range of moral problems associated with contemporary war that deserve further attention
from just war theorists.
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